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I.

NEW TRADEMARK ACCEPTED

(310)

RW/T/2015/479

(320)

21/09/2015

(750)

E. & J. GALLO WINERY

(731)

600 Yosemite Boulevard, Modesto, California 95354, U.S.A.

(740)

Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

(510)

(33) alcoholic beverages (except beers)

(540)

NEW AMSTERDAM
--------------------

(310)

RW/T/2017/340

(750)

Big Tree Beverages Limited

(731)

Plot No. 33607, Mumbwa Road
P.O. BOX 30824
Lusaka
, Zambia

(740)

GLF Attorneys & Agents

(320)

21/06/2017

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali
(510)

(32) Non-alcoholic Beverages

(540)

KUNGU FU Label (and logo) word'' Energy'', ''Human being
Device'' separately and apart from the mark as whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/422

(320)

27/07/2017

(750)

BUGANZA GOOD WINE LTD

(731)

Bwiza, Mukarange, Kanyonza, I Burasirazuba, Rwanda

(740)

INGABIRE JOSIANE
Bwiza, Mukarange, Kayonza, I Burasirazuba

(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(540)

AGATSITSIMUZO (and logo) Disclaim the word'' Agatsitsimuzo''
apart from the mark as whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/696

(750)

BIG TREE BEVERAGES LTD

(731)

Plot 33607 Mumbwa Road
Lusaka, Zambia

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD

(320)

14/11/2017

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510)

(32) Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages;fruit
beverages and fruit juices;syrups and other preparations for making beverages;energy drinks.

(540)

KUNGFU (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/697

(320)

14/11/2017

(750)
China Tobacco Hunan Industrial Co., Ltd
(731)

No. 188, Section 3, Wanjiali Middle Road, Changsha, Hunan, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(34) Tobacco; chewing tobacco; snuff; cigars; cigarettes; cigarillos; herbs for smoking; snuff bottles;
cigarette tips; tobacco pipes; cigar cutters; cigarette holders, not of precious metal; pocket
machines for rolling cigarettes; mouthpieces for cigarette holders; mouth pieces for cigar holders;
cigarette filters; cigar filters; pipe cleaners [for tobacco pipes]; pipe racks [for tobacco pipes];
tobacco jars, not of precious metal; matches; match boxes, not of precious metal; ashtrays, not of
precious metal, for smokers; firestones; filtering filament bundle for cigarettes; cigarette paper;
cigarette cases, not of precious metal; cigar cases, not of precious metal; absorbent paper for
tobacco pipes; tobacco pouches; lighters for smokers; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes,
not for medical purposes; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic
cigarettes; oral vaporizers for smokers; gas containers for cigar lighters; flavorings, other than
essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; all in International Class 34.

(540)

MARSHAL (Stylized)
(and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/709

(320)

22/11/2017

(750)

International Partnership For Microbicides, Inc.

(731)

8405 Colesville Road, Suite 600, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(10) Medical devices; non-chemical contraceptives; condoms; vaginal rings and protective devices
for the prevention of HIV/AIDS.

(540)

DARINGI
___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/710

(320)

22/11/2017

(750)

International Partnership For Microbicides, Inc.

(731)

8405 Colesville Road, Suite 600, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(10) Medical devices; non-chemical contraceptives; condoms; vaginal rings and protective devices
for the prevention of HIV/AIDS.

(540)

DAPIRING
------------------------

(310)

RW/T/2017/779

(320)

21/12/2017

(750)

AKAHEBUJE LTD

(731)

GISHORE ,NYAKARIRO ,RWAMAGANA , Rwanda

(740)

AKAHEBUJE LTD
GISHORE ,NYAKARIRO ,RWAMAGANA

(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(540)

NABANANJYE (and logo) word ''NABANANJYE'' apart from the
mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2017/810

(320)

28/12/2017

(750)

DUSANGIRE PRODUCTION LTD

(731)

KAMABARE ,NGENDA ,NYARUGENGE ,BUGESERA, Rwanda

(740)

BEATHA UWAMARIYA
KAMABARE ,NGENDA ,NYARUGENGE ,BUGESERA

(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(540)

AGASEMBUYE (and logo)

-------------------------------(310)

RW/T/2018/45

(320)

15/01/2018

(750)

Dompé farmaceutici S.p.A.

(731)

Via San Martino della Battaglia, 12 - 20122 Milano, Italy

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(5) Analgesic products; antipyretic preparations; non-steroidal anti-inflammatory preparations;
pain killing preparations; influenza preparations; decongestant preparations.

(540)

OKI (word)
----------------------------

(310)

RW/T/2018/31

(320)

05/01/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(540)

(36) Management of buildings; Leasing or renting of buildings; Building maintenance services;
Leasing of buildings; Leasing of office space; Rental of offices [real estate]; Providing information
relating to the rental of buildings; Leasing of industrial space; Real estate investment; Real estate
management services relating to shopping centers; Shopping center sales services; Leasing of
shopping centers; Rental of business premises; Agencies or brokerage for renting of buildings; Real
estate management services relating to commercial buildings. and (42) Tyre research services;
Testing [Inspection] of automobile tire for roadworthiness; Testing [Inspection] of vehicles for
roadworthiness; Testing [Inspection] of motor vehicles before transport [for roadworthiness];
Testing [Inspection] of motor vehicles [for roadworthiness]; Vehicle roadworthiness testing;
Technical advice relating to the manufacture of tyres; Tyre analysis [inspection] services; Design of
business premises for the tyre trade; Automotive wheel testing; Automobile tire testing; Research
and development of products; Quality testing of products; Analysis of product development;
Evaluation of product development; Product safety testing; Product evaluation; Laboratory
research in the field of automobile tire; Weighing of vehicles; Product development for vehicle
construction and for vehicle body construction; Design of vehicles and vehicle parts and
components; Design of vehicles; Design of parts for vehicles; Interior design for vehicles; Product
testing of original vehicle form; Development of technologies for the fabrication of circuits for
wireless communication, electronic data processing, consumer electronics, automotive electronics;
Automobile technology research; Research and development of automotive wheels; Research and
development of automobile parts; Automobile inspections; Development of programs for
simulating experiments in the field of automobile tire for roadworthiness; Laboratory research
services relating to automotive tire; Testing and research services relating to machines, apparatus
and instruments; Mechanical research in the field of motor sports; Structure engineering services
of land vehicles industry; Engineering services of land vehicle industry; Material engineering
services of land vehicles industry; Research and development of car wheels for others; Providing
scientific information relating to performance and operation of car; Design of module for
automobiles; Engineering and materials quality control and testing services; Testing of raw
materials; Quality control of raw materials; Design and development of virtual reality software.

TECHNODOME (and logo)

(310)

RW/T/2018/67

(320)

(750)

REGG FESS LTD

(731)

NYARUGENGE ,GASABO ,KIGALI, Rwanda

(740)

MUHINDA AARON

19/01/2018

NYARUGENGE ,GASABO ,KIGALI
(510)

(41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(540)

CRWA (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/94

(320)

30/01/2018

(750)

ITC Limited

(731)

Virginia House, 37, J. L. Nehru Road, Kolkata - 700 071, State of West Bengal, India

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(34) Cigarettes; cigarillos; cigars; cigar cases; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in
electronic cigarettes, liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; manufactured tobacco;
chewing tobacco; cigar lighters (gas containers for-); cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette
paper; cigarettes (pocket machines for rolling-); cutters (cigar-); humidors; lighters for smokers;
match boxes; match holders; matches; pouches (tobacco-); smokers (lighters for-); snuff; tobacco;
tobacco pipes; tobacco jars; tobacco pouches.

(540)

AIM
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/142

(750)

BASCO PRODUCTS (K) LIMITED

(731)

P.O BOX 34424-00100,
NAIROBI
, Kenya

(740)

Cedar Ark Law

(320)

22/02/2018

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510)

(2) Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood;
colorants; mordants ; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting,
decorating, printing and art.

(540)

DURA COAT

(310)

RW/T/2018/218

(320)

(750)

CAREER WOMEN'S NETWORK KIGALI

(731)

REMERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

LUCY JUDY SCHALKWIJK

05/04/2018

Kigali
(510)

(41) Education, Entertainment

(540)

CAREER WOMEN NETWORK KIGALI (and logo) words
''CAREER'', '' WOMEN'', ''NETWORK'' and ''KIGALI'' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/219

(320)

(750)

CAREER WOMEN'S NETWORK KIGALI

(731)

REMERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

LUCIA JUDY SCHALKWIJK

05/04/2018

Kigali
(510)

(41) Education, Entertainment

(540)

CAREER WOMEN NETWORK KIGALI (and logo) words
''CAREER'', '' WOMEN'', ''NETWORK'' and ''KIGALI'' separetely
and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/220

(320)

05/04/2018

(750)

INFINIX TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

(731)

RMS 05-15, 13A/F SOUTH TOWER WORLD FINANCE CTR HARBOUR CITY 17 CANTON RD TST KLN,
Hong-Kong

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(9) Mobile phones; batteries, electric; Chargers for electric batteries; Cabinets for loudspeakers;
hands-free kits for telephones; Connections for electric lines; Computer memory devices;
headphones; Video screens; Cameras [photography]; Quantity Indicators; Inductors [electricity];
electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; selfie sticks [hand-held
monopods]; covers for smartphones.

(540)

infinix (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/224

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

(731)

Room 03, 23/F, Unit B Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, Yuehai Street, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen City, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(9) Mobile telephones; Batteries, electric; Chargers for electric batteries; Cabinets for
loudspeakers; Hands-free kits for telephones; Connections for electric lines; Computer memory
devices; Headphones; Video screens; Cameras [photography]; Quantity indicators; Inductors
[electricity]; Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; Selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods]; Covers for smartphones.

(540)

POUVOIR (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/225

(320)

(750)

TOP BLOOM BRUSH COMPANY(TBBC)LTD

(731)

JALI, GASABO,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

Clementine YUMVUYISABA

09/04/2018

MUSASA ,RUTSIRO ,Iburengerazuba
(510)

(21) Furniture ,mirrors ,picture flames,goods (not included in other classes)of word ,cork,need
,cane,wicker ,horns ,bone,ivory ,whalebone ,shell ,amber ,mother of pearl ,meershlaum and
substitutes foe all these materials or of plastics. and (25) Clothing ,fortwear ,head gear

(540)

TOP BRUSH (and logo) word ''BRUSH'' apart from the mark as
a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/226

(320)

(750)

TOP BLOOM BRUSH COMPANY(TBBC)LTD

(731)

JALI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

Clementine YUMVUYISABA

09/04/2018

MUSASA ,RUTSIRO ,Iburengerazuba
(510)

(21) Furniture ,mirrors ,picture flames,goods (not included in other classes)of word ,cork,need
,cane,wicker ,horns ,bone,ivory ,whalebone ,shell ,amber ,mother of pearl ,meershlaum and
substitutes foe all these materials or of plastics. and (25) Clothing ,fortwear ,head gear

(540)

TOP BLOOM BRUSH (and logo) words''BLOOM'' and ''BRUSH''
separately and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/227

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

(731)

Velperweg 76,6824 BM Arnhem, The Netherlands

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(2) Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners; coloring matters all being additives for paints,
varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming
preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.

(540)

HAMMERITE
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/228

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

(731)

Velperweg 76,6824 BM Arnhem, The Netherlands

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(2) Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners; coloring matters all being additives for paints,
varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming
preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.

(540)

POLYFILLA
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/229

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

(731)

Velperweg 76, 6824 BM Arnhem, The Netherlands

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(2) Paints;coatings;varnishes;lacquers;thinners;coloring matters all being additives for paints,
varnishes or lacquers;preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood;priming
preparations (in the nature of paints);wood stains.

(540)

WEATHERGUARD
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/230

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

(731)

Velperweg 76,6824 BM Arnhem, The Netherlands

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(2) Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners; coloring matters all being additives for paints,
varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming
preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.

(540)

POLYCELL TICK Device (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/231

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Latham & Watkins LLP

(731)

355 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90071, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(9) Electronic publications (downloadable); software programs for mobile devices, mobile apps,
(41) Arranging and conducting of seminars and conferences; education and training services;
providing online electronic publications. and (45) Legal services, legal advice, provision of
information and advisory services in connection with legal matters; providing legal information
from an online searchable database; providing online non-downloadable newsletters and articles
in the field of law (legal information services); providing online non-downloadable videos in the
field of law (legal information services).

(540)

LATHAM & WATKINS
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/233

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

TORICOX PLUS (and logo) ''TORICOX'' and ''PLUS'' separetely
and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/234

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

TORICOX 90 (and logo) Word ''TORICOX'' apart from the mark
as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/235

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

EXTRADERM (and logo) word'' DERM'' apart from the mark
as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/236

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State , India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU, KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

DOBESIL-H (and logo) word''DOBESIL'' apart from the mark as
a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/237

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

DOBESIL (and logo) Word''DOBESIL'' apart from the mark as a
whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/238

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzaninine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State
, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

FINACE PLUS (and logo) Word''PLUS'' apart from the mark as
a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/239

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S(Me.Raymond NGAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

FINACE MR (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/240

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State , India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

DOLOACT (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/241

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

DOLOACT GEL (and logo) Word'' Gel'' apart from the mark as
a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/242

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

TACROVATE FORTE (and logo) Word''FORTE'' apart from the
mark as whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/243

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

TACROVATE (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/244

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State
, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

CYPROL (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/245

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, Rwanda

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

EXEVATE-G (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/246

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

TX-MF (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/247

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

LACX (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/248

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzaninine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

MYCOBAN (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/249

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Infinite Health Ltd

(731)

P.O BOX 64001-00620 Nairobi, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

INFIXONE (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/250

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Infinite Health Ltd

(731)

P.O BOX 64001-00620 Nairobi , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

INFICEF (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/252

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

Infinite Health Ltd

(731)

P.O BOX 64001-00620 Nairobi , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S(Me. Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU,KIYOVU,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

INFICLAV (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/253

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S(Me. Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU, KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

OFLOX-Z (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/254

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzaninine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S(MR. Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU,KIYOVU,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

INTRAZ (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/255

(320)

09/04/2018

(750)

OCHOA LABORATORIES

(731)

430, Mezzanine Floor, 4th floor, Gundecha Industrial Complex, Kandivali-East, Mumbai-400 101,
Maharashtra State, India

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

EXEVATE-MF (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/256

(750)

SRI INVESTMENTS LTD

(731)

GASABO ,REMERA, Rwanda

(740)

CHIRAG DASWANI

(320)

11/04/2018

REMERA ,KIGALI CITY
(510)

(36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

(540)

THE CENTER

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/257

(320)

(750)

PROMASIDOR IP HOLDINGS LIMITED

(731)

Ebene Junction

12/04/2018

Rue de la Démocratie
Ebène, Mauritius
(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; milk,
condensed milk and milk powder; flavoured milk, flavoured condensed milk and flavoured milk
powder; milk and milk products enriched with vitamins and/or minerals; stock including stock
cubes, pastes and granules; bouillon; bouillon concentrates and preparations for making bouillon
including paste bouillons and granulated bouillons; broth and broth concentrates; soups and
preparations for making soups, instant, de-hydrated and frozen soups; preparations for making
ragouts and stews; extracts of vegetables for cooking; purees including tomato puree, pastes
including tomato paste and herb pastes; pickles; vegetable-based snack meals and instant snack
foods; meat-based snack meals and instant snack foods; ready-to-cook foods consisting primarily
of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; cooked and preserved food products consisting primarily of
meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; chilled and frozen ready meals; ready-cooked meals and instant
meals based on meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; processed legumes, snack foods based on
legumes., (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit
beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; flavoured fruit
drinks liquid and made of powder; energy drinks and isotonic beverages. and (41) Education;
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(540)

SUPA STRIKAS COW characters (device) (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/258

(320)

12/04/2018

(750)

Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

(731)

Berliner Ring 2, 38440 Wolfsburg, Germany

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(9) Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers
and demagnetizers; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers
and correctors; safety, security, protection and signaling devices; diving equipment; navigation,
guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring
instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational
apparatus and simulators; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, electric
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments,
included in Class 09;contact lenses, spectacles, spectacle cases, binoculars, magnifying glasses;
sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; vehicle breakdown warning lamps other than
parts of vehicles; electric batteries and their parts, electric accumulators and their parts, fuel cells
and their parts, solar batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; electric accumulators for vehicles;
chargers for electric batteries; burglar alarms, fire alarms, smoke alarms, gas alarms; anti-theft
warning apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; scales; spirit levels; compasses [measuring
instruments]; quantity indicators; rulers (measuring instruments), acid hydrometers; electronic
control mechanisms and power and voltage supply units for vehicle headlights and their parts,
control mechanisms and power and voltage supply units for vehicle lights and their parts, lightemitting diodes [LED], electronic power controllers; electrical and electronic control apparatus and
instruments; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; voltage regulators for vehicles;
speed indicators; revolution counters; measuring apparatus and instruments; life saving apparatus
and equipment, namely life-saving rafts, fire escapes, safety nets, safety tarpaulins, life belts, life
buoys, life jackets; fuses, electric relays; lasers not for medical purposes, laser pointers; remote
controlling apparatus; aerials; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; mobile
telephones; Telephone apparatus; television apparatus; video telephones; radios; compasses,
navigation systems, navigational instruments; telematic apparatus; telematic terminal apparatus;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission and/or reproduction of sound and
images, magnetic, electronic and optical data carriers, phonograph records, compact discs [audiovideo], DVDs and other digital recording apparatus, sound carriers, coin-operated juke-boxes,
compact discs (CD-ROMs), downloadable music files, audio headphones, loudspeakers and
cabinets for loudspeakers, illuminated signs, compact disc players, DVD players, phototelegraphy
apparatus; projection apparatus, cameras [photography]; exposed films; cinematographic cameras,
photocopiers, electronic translation apparatus (computer), pocket translators, electronic; encoded
magnetic cards, integrated circuit cards (smart cards), encoded telephone cards; mechanisms for
coin operated apparatus; automatic banking machines; cash registers, calculators; data processing
apparatus, computers, electronic calendars and organizers, facsimile apparatus, monitors
(computer hardware and computer programs), computer periphery devices, computer programs
for use in autonomous driving of vehicles, computer programs for use in the autonomous
navigation of vehicles, computer programs for use in autonomous control of vehicles; recorded

and downloadable computer programs, especially collected data recorded on data carriers,
computer software, application software; pocket calculators; downloadable electronic
publications; downloadable image files; crash test dummies; microscopes; electric cables; sockets,
plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a
distance; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protective helmets; electric locks;
electronic controllers and electronic control systems; parts and fittings of all aforesaid goods,
included in this class., (12) Vehicles and conveyances; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or
rail and their parts; motorized land vehicles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; motors and engines
for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies;
couplings for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for
vehicles; pneumatic tires; tires for vehicle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; tires, solid, for vehicle
wheels; vehicles wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for
inner tubes, adhesive rubber, patches for repairing inner tubes, spikes for tires, anti-skid chains for
vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; vehicle seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests for vehicle
seats; anti-theft alarms for land vehicles, anti-theft devices for vehicles; cigar lighters for
automobiles; motor cars; automobiles; trucks, trailers and semi-trailers for vehicles, trailer hitches
for vehicles; omnibuses; motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles; cable transport apparatus and installation;
carts, trolleys; air vehicles; boats, ships; locomotives; motorbuses; caravans; tractors; cycles,
scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts, funiculars; wheelchairs; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods,
included in this class., (35) Retail and wholesale services concerning motor vehicles and their parts
and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for
vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services for mail-order business concerning motor vehicles
and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle
bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via internet concerning motor
vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis,
vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via teleshopping
concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles,
vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; bringing together, but not transporting,
a variety of motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles,
vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels therefore for the benefit of others,
thereby enabling customers to view and purchase the goods in a retail outlet; negotiation of
contracts for the benefit of others about sale and purchase of motor vehicles and their parts and
accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for
vehicle wheels; business administration and organizational management of vehicles fleets for
others; consumer information and consultation about trade and business activities (consumer
advise); administrative handling of orders (office work); negotiation of contracts for the benefit of
others about sale and purchase of goods; consultancy and assistance in organization and
management of retail and business companies; advertising; business management; business
administration; office work; business management consultancy, radio and television advertising,
organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, collecting and arranging of
relevant press articles; personnel management consultancy; presentation of goods on
communication media, for retail purposes; public relations; auctioneering; sales promotion for
others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; administrative processing of
purchase orders; auditing; sponsorship search., (38) Telecommunication services;
telecommunication; collecting and providing news [news agencies], services of news agencies,
telecommunication via platforms and portals on the Internet, provision of access to information on

the Internet, electronical exchange of news via chatlines, chatrooms and electronic bulletin boards,
email-services, rental of telecommunication equipment, radio and television broadcasting;
electronic mail; information about telecommunication; providing access to a worldwide computer
network; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing
access to computer programs on data networks; providing chatrooms on the internet;
videoconferencing; wireless mobile phone services; computer aided transmission of messages and
images; paging services by radio, telephone or other electronic communications systems; satellite
transmission; telephone services, telephone exchange services; message transmission services;
rental of telecommunications equipment; leasing access time to global computer networks;
providing access to databases; telematics services; telematic communication services; telematic
data transmission and file transfer; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included
in this class.
, (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; towing, taxi transport, car
transport, transportation logistics; rental of vehicles, especially automobiles; transport of people,
especially by motor buses; services of a freight agent; delivery of goods and parcels; traffic
information services; controlling of fleet vehicles using navigational and positioning apparatus, (41)
Publishing and reporting; education, entertainment and sports; translation and interpretation;
providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; organization and presentation of cultural
and/or sporting events; promotion of young talents by training and further education;
presentation of live performance; presentation of games in computer networks and on the
Internet; academies [education]; education information; organization of competitions [education
or entertainment]; organization, arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences,
symposiums, seminars and workshops [training]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or
educational purposes; coaching [training]; vocational retraining; organization of sports
competitions; lending libraries; publication of books; Publication of electronic books and journals
on-line; club services [entertainment or education]; animal training; operating lotteries; advice,
consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class., (42) IT services, namely
software development, programming and implementation, computer hardware development,
hosting services and software as a service and rental of software, rental of computer hardware and
facilities, IT consultancy, advisory and information services, IT security, protection and restoration,
data duplication and conversion services, data coding services, computer analysis and diagnostics,
research, development and implementation of computers and systems, computer project
management services, data mining, digital watermarking, computer services, technological services
relating to computers, computer network services, updating of memory banks of computer
systems, data migration services, updating websites for others, monitoring of computer systems by
remote access; science and technology services; testing, authentication and quality control; design
services; industrial analysis and research services; styling [industrial design]; research and
development for others; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to
carbon offsetting; digitization of documents [scanning]; technical research; surveying; chemical
research; biological research; weather forecasting; physics [research]; architecture; dress
designing; authenticating works of art; cloud seeding; computer software design; advice,
consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class. and (45) Safety, rescue,
security and enforcement services; personal and social services, namely Astrological and spiritual
services, detective services, dating services, funerary services, religious services, rental of clothing,
child services, house sitting services, individual analysis and research services, individual shopping

services, lost property services, networking services, personal letter writing, pet services, political
lobbying services, reminding services, social escorting services, wedding services; legal services;
alternative dispute resolution services; registration of domain names; licensing of computer
software [legal services]; inspection of factories for safety purposes; rental of fire alarms; advice,
consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in class 45.
(540)

EMPATHIC INTELLIGENCE

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/259

(320)

(750)

GOODRICH GLOBAL LINK LTD

(731)

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

Francis HABUMUGISHA

13/04/2018

NYANZA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY
(510)

(36) Financial affairs

(540)

GOODRICH PRESTIGE CARD (and logo) Words''PRESTIGE'' and
''CARD'' separetely and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/261

(320)

(750)

GOODRICH GLOBAL LINK LTD

(731)

REMERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

HABAMUGISHA Francis

13/04/2018

NYANZA ,GATENGA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALICITY
(510)

(30) Floor and preparations made from cereals

(540)

GOODRICH NATURALI ENERGY BOOSTER (and logo) words
''NATURALI'', ''ENERGY''and ''BOOSTER'' separately and apart
from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/263

(320)

(750)

GOODRICH GLOBAL LINK LTD

(731)

REMERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

HABAMUGISHA Francis

13/04/2018

NYANZA, GATENGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALICITY
(510)

(35) Advertising

(540)

THE MAGIC OF THINKING BIG (and logo) Words
''MAGIC'',''THINKING'',''BIG'' separately apart from the mark
as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/265

(750)

MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY

(731)

1 Monster Way
Corona
California 92879
, U.S.A.

(740)

Cedar Ark Law

(320)

16/04/2018

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510)

(32) Non-alcoholic beverages, including carbonated drinks and energy drinks; syrups, concentrates,
powders and preparations for making beverages, including carbonated drinks and energy drinks;
beer

(540)

RULE YOUR KINGDOM!
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/266

(320)

16/04/2018

(750)

SMART CONNECT LTD

(731)

SHOP NO DO 54 B CHIC, PLOT NO 1007, KIYOVU CELL, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

SELVAM Noble Stephen Raj
NYARUTARAMA, KIGALI

(510)

(9) Mobile accessories ,mobile cover ,glass protector ,power bank ,chargers ,head phones ,USB
cables ,HDMI cables ,Battery,it's a complete mobile accessories brand.

(540)

YELLOW BOX (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/267

(750)

Deere & Company

(320)

17/04/2018

(731)
One John Deere Place, Moline, Illinois 61265, U.S.A.
(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(7) Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling
and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than handoperated; incubators for eggs.
and (12) Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

(540)

COLOUR COMBINATION GREEN BODY, YELLOW ELEMENTS
(and logo) words ''COLOUR '',''GREEN'' and ''YELLOW''
separately and apart from the mark as whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/268

(320)

17/04/2018

(750)

Deere & Company

(731)

One John Deere Place, Moline, Illinois 61265, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(7) Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling
and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than handoperated; incubators for eggs. and (12) Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

(540)

JOHN DEERE
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/269

(320)

17/04/2018

(750)

Deere & Company

(731)

One John Deere Place, Moline, Illinois 61265, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(7) Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling
and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than handoperated; incubators for eggs.
and (12) Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water

(540)

Leaping Deere Logo (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/270

(320)

(750)

MADRAS MATERIALS LTD

(731)

Kicukiro, Gikondo, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

MWUMVANEZA Ernest

17/04/2018

KICUKIRO
(510)

(6) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable
buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and
wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and
tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes;
ores.

(540)

UMUSAMBI (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/271

(320)

(750)

COSMOS IMPEX LTD

(731)

, Rwanda

(740)

SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR MUKEBESHBHAI

18/04/2018

RUBAVU
(510)

(29) Cooked friuts and vegetables; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.maize oil for
food/corn oil for food, margarine, milk, milk beverages, milk predominating, oat milk, oils fof food,
olive oil for food, palm oil for food,sesame oil for food, soya milk, soya bean oil for food, sunflower
oil for food, tomato puree, tomato juice for cooking, tomato paste, vegetable juice for cooking.

(540)

SEBO (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/272

(320)

(750)

COSMOS IMPEX LTD

(731)

, Rwanda

(740)

SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR MUKEBESHBHAI

18/04/2018

RUBAVU
(510)

(34) Tobacco, smokeas, matches

(540)

SEBO MATCH BOX (and logo) words '' MATCH'' and ''BOX''
apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/273

(320)

(750)

COSMOS IMPEX LTD

(731)

, Rwanda

(740)

SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR MUKEBESHBHAI

18/04/2018

GISENYI, RUBAVU
(510)

(34) Tobacco, smokeas, matches

(540)

MOTO 2FOIS TE! (and logo) Word'' moto'' apart from the
mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/274

(320)

(750)

LAXMI IMPEX LTD

(731)

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

HESED ADVOCATES LTD

18/04/2018

Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(540)

SINGAM (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/275

(320)

(750)

YEGO INNOVATION LTD

(731)

NYARUGENGE,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

VENKATASWAMY MAHESH KUMAR

17/04/2018

KIGALI CITY
(510)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting,
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines,
data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus., (35) Advertising;
business management; business administration; office functions., (38) Telecommunications., (39)
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement., (41) Education; providing of
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities., (42) Scientific and technological services
and research and design relating thereto;industrial analysis and research services;design and
development of computer
hardware and software and (45) Legal services; security services for the protection of property and
individuals;
personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.

(540)

YEGOCABS (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/276

(320)

(750)

AXON TUNGA MICROFINANCE LTD

(731)

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

NDAYIZIGA Francois

17/04/2018

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(510)

(36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

(540)

AXON (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/277

(320)

20/04/2018

(750)
Hachette Filipacchi Presse
(731)

149 rue Anatole France
92534 Levallois Perret Cedex, France

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(16) Printed products, printed matter, newspapers and periodicals, magazines, reviews, books,
publications, catalogs, booklets, albums, atlases; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery;
exercise books, note-pads, notebooks; pens and refills for pens, pen holders, pencils, pencil
sharpeners; pencil cases; staplers, staples, binders, folders for documents; labels (not fabric), mail
baskets; book-ends; adhesives (adhesive materials) for stationery or household purposes; stickers
and decals; artist’s materials; paint brushes; sketch pads; typewriters and office supplies (except
furniture); instructional material and teaching material (except machines); block capitals; pictures;
paper, cardboard articles namely: calendars, diaries, posters and pin-ups, patterns for clothing,
packaging cardboard or paper. Plastic packaging materials, namely bags and pouches (envelopes,
cases) in plastic material for packaging; paper fidelity cards

(540)

PARIS MATCH
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/278

(750)

PFIZER ITALIA S.r.L.

(731)

Via Isonzo 71 4100, Latina
, Italy

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD

(320)

23/04/2018

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer.

(540)

ADRIAMYCIN
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/279

(750)

HOSPIRA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

(731)

Level 3

(320)

23/04/2018

500 Collins Street
Melbourne
Victoria 3000, Australia
(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer.

(540)

ANZATAX
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/280

(320)

23/04/2018

(750)

COOPERATIVE DES AGRICULTEURS ET DES TRANSFORMATEURS D'ANANAS DE
MUTENDERI.(CATAM)

(731)

Mutenderi, Ngoma, Eastern Province, Rwanda

(740)

MUHIRWA Deo
MUTENDERI, NGOMA

(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(540)

CATAM (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/281

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

SHENZHEN X-TIGI COMMUNICATION CO., LTD

(731)

Suite 308, Tower B, Taojindi E-Business Incubator Base, Tenglong Road, Dalang Subdistrict Office,
Longhua New District, Shenzhen, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(9) Smartphones, mobile telephones, telephone receivers, chargers for electric batteries, galvanic
cells, telephone transmitters, radiotelephony sets, scanners (data processing equipment),
intercommunication apparatus, computers

(540)

X-TIGI
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/282

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

Mars, Incorporated

(731)

6885 Elm Street, Mclean, Virginia 22101, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(30) Chocolate confectionery; sugar confectionery; chocolate; candy; desserts; sweets; coffee; tea;
cocoa; sugar; cereals and cereal preparations; cereal based snacks; cereal bars and energy bars;
biscuits; cakes; pastry; pastries; cookies; candy; muesli; cocoa-based beverages; edible wafers;
edible ices; ice-cream; frozen yoghurts; ice (natural or artificial); powders for ice cream; frozen
confections; chocolate mousses; sorbets; flavourings for beverages, other than essential oils;
flavorings for food other than essential oils; chocolate covered fruits; chocolate covered nuts; grain
based snack foods; granola; granola based snack bars; chocolate spreads; cocoa spreads; chocolate
sauces; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; chocolate syrup; topping syrup; flour.

(540)

M&M'S 2017 (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/283

(320)

(750)

SHENZHEN YIWILL HOLDINGS LIMITED

24/04/2018

(731)
Room 01-07, 24th floor, Unit B Building No. 9-1, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, intersection of
Shahe West Road and Baishi Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan, Shenzhen, Peoples Republic of China
(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(35) Advertising; shop window dressing; demonstration of goods; rental of vending machines;
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; rental of sales stands;
sponsorship search; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services; sales promotion for others; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and
services of others; import-export agency services; price comparison services; organization of
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; marketing; procurement services for others
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

(540)

Banana & Device (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/284

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

PZ CUSSONS (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED

(731)

Manchester Business Park, 3500 Aviator Way, Manchester M22 5TG, United Kingdom

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(3) Non-medicated toilet preparations; preparations for cleansing the skin; preparations for
cleansing the skin and having anti-bacterial properties; facial and body moisturising preparations;
body creams, milks, lotions; massage oils; aromatic and fragrance preparations; hand creams;
emollient creams and washes; soap; liquid soap; personal cleaning wipes; bath creams; bath
foams; bath salts; bath oils; bath herbs; bath wash; bubble bath; shower gels; shower creams;
shaving preparations; shave gels; shaving creams; shaving foams; after-shave preparations; talc;
deodorants and anti-perspirants; hair preparations; hair care preparations; shampoos;
conditioners; combined shampoo and conditioners; hair lotions; hair colouring preparations; hair
straightening preparations; hair sprays; hair mousses; hair lacquers; foot sprays; perfumes, eau de
toilettes; essential oils; stretch mark creams.

(540)

VENUS
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/285

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road, P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

MEDISEL (and logo) word ''MEDISEL'' apart from the mark as
a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/286

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road, P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

ECOFREE (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/287

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

LEVO-G (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/288

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

COLIFREE (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/289

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

GABANERVE (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/290

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

EMADON (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/291

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road, P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

UNITEL-H 80 (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/292

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Me.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

OSTEOCERIN (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/293

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU, KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

MONTALLERG (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/294

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika , Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU, KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

AMCLAMED (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/295

(320)

24/04/2018

(750)

MEDISEL LTD

(731)

Baba General Kago road, Garissa road, P.O BOX 540-01000 Thika, Kenya

(740)

RR & PARTNER'S (Mr.Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE

(510)

(5) PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

(540)

AMTEL (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/296

(320)

(750)

SHIZZ INSURANCE AGENT LTD

(731)

Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

MWANGI MARY WANJIRU

25/04/2018

KIBAGABAGA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(510)

(36) INSURANCE

(540)

LOCOTRIP (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/297

(320)

25/04/2018

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(35) Advertising; Business management assistance; Telemarketing services; Import-export agency
services; Sales promotion for others; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail
purposes; Providing business information via a web site; Commercial administration of the
licensing of the goods and services of others; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and
sellers of goods and services; Search engine optimization for sales promotion.

(540)

Greenleaf in Chinese Characters (and logo)
Disclaim the words ''Chinese'' and ''Characters'' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/298

(320)

25/04/2018

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(510)

(35) Advertising; Business management assistance; Telemarketing services; Import-export agency
services; Sales promotion for others; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail
purposes; Providing business information via a web site; Commercial administration of the
licensing of the goods and services of others; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and
sellers of goods and services; Search engine optimization for sales promotion.

(540)

Greenleaf (and logo)

___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/299

(320)

25/04/2018

(750)

HOSPIRA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

(731)

Level 3, 500 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical
purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies;
dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for
stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides,
herbicides

(540)

DBL
___________

(310)

RW/T/2018/300

(320)

25/04/2018

(750)

HOSPIRA, INC

(731)

275 N.Field Drive Lake Forest, IL 60045, U.S.A.

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(510)

(5) Vials pre-filled with pharmaceutical products

(540)

ONCO-TAIN
___________

(310) RW/T/2017/6 (320) 16/01/2017
(750) STUDIO NARADA PRODUCTION Ltd
(731) Kivumu, Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western Province
(740) PETER TUYISHIME, Kivumu, Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western Province
(510) (9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing,
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers,
recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computer; fire-extinguishing apparatus,
(35)
Advertising;
business
management;
business
administration;
office
functions.
(Telecommunications.), (41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities.
(540) NARADA (and logo)

------------------------------------------(310) RW/T/2016/464 (320) 30/11/2016
(750) MURAHO TRADING COMPANY LTD
(731) Magerwa, Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O Box 6346 Kigali
(740) ANBALAGAN NALINI
KG 422, Kagugu, Kinyinya, Gasabo, P.O Box 6346 Kigali

(510) (30) coffee processing and trading
(540) MTCO

----------------------------------------------------(310) RW/T/2017/729 (320) 05/12/2017
(750) Pinehill Arabia Food Ltd.
(731) Jeddah-West Bugdadiyah District Hamza Shehata St. P.O. Box 11625
Postal Code 21463, Saudi Arabia
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510) (30) Noodles, sauces, chilli sauce, hot sauce, ketchup, vinegar.
(540) TOYA (and logo)

(310) RW/T/2015/000371 (320) 21/09/2015
(750) MILLICOM INTERNATIONAL CELLULAR S.A
(731) 2, Rue du Fort Bourbon, L-1249 Luxembourg
(740) Equity Juris Chamber
KG 566 ST3 Kacyiru North, P.O.Box 6381 Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (38) communications by telephone, communications by cellular phones, communications by fibre
optic networks / communications by fiber optic networks,message sending,streaming of data, rental of
telecommunication equipment, telephone services,transmission of digital files, voice mail services,
wireless broadcasting.
(540) TIGO LIVE IT LOVE IT

(310) RW/T/2017/707 (320) 20/11/2017
(750) HIGHLANDS MINERAL WATER COMPANY LIMITED
(731) P.O BOX 1517-10100 NYERI
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (32) Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks;fruit drinks and fruit
juices;syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
(540) SPORTADE

--------------------------------------------(310) RW/T/2017/000682 (320) 06/11/2017
(750) REED EXHIBITIONSLIMITED
(731) ATEWAY HOUSE, 28 THE QUADRANT, RICHMOND, SURREY TW9 1DN,
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 , Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (9) Downloadable electronic publications namely, magazines, periodicals, books, handbooks,
prospectuses, newsletters, pamphlets, newspapers, reviews, articles, journals, catalogues, brochures,
agendas, blogs and directories in electronic form supplied on-line or from the Internet featuring topics
in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; pre-recorded compact discs, CD-roms, and DVDs
featuring topics in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; digital material namely, CDs, CDROMs, DVDs, optical storage discs and downloadable audio and video files featuring images and texts in
the fields of travel, business travel and tourism. (35) Organisation, arranging and conducting of
exhibitions, trade shows and expositions for business purposes in the fields of travel, business travel and
tourism; provision and dissemination of information relating to all the aforesaid services including
materials relating to exhibitions, trade shows and expositions for business purposes in the fields of
travel, business travel and tourism; provision and dissemination of business/commercial information,
assistance and advice for exhibition attendants, visitors and exhibitors in the fields of travel, business
travel and tourism; including all such information provided electronically, including on a website;
organisation, arranging and conducting of business to business consumer fairs, forums and events
within the context of exhibitions, trade shows and expositions for business purposes in the fields of
travel, business travel and tourism; job fairs; recruitment services; job boards and provision of job
listings, including on a website; promotional, advertising and marketing services in the fields of travel,
business travel and tourism; provision of incentive schemes and information relating to incentive
schemes in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; business introductory and meetings services
and business networking schemes in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; information
relating to business introductory services in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; information
relating to business networking and meetings in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism. (41)

Organisation, arranging and conducting of educational and cultural exhibitions, conferences,
conventions, seminars, workshops, expositions and events in the fields of travel, business travel and
tourism; provision and dissemination of information relating to all the aforesaid services including
materials relating to exhibitions, conferences, conventions, seminars, workshops, expositions and
events in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; information, assistance and advice for
exhibition and conference attendants, visitors and exhibitors all relating to educational and cultural
exhibitions, conferences, expositions and events in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism;
including all such information and advice provided electronically, including on a website; education and
training services in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism; publication of texts (other than
advertising texts) all relating to exhibitions, conferences, conventions, seminars, workshops, expositions
and events in the fields of travel, business travel and tourism.
(540) IBTM

(310) RW/T/2017/000669

(320) 31/10/2017

(750) COPEDU Ltd
(731) Kagina, Kicukiro, P.O.Box 4053 Kigali, Rwanda
(740) FESTUS GASIGWA
Kagina, Kicukiro, P.O.Box 4053 Kigali
(510) (35) Advertising and business management, (36) Financial affairs and monetary affairs.
(540) TEGANYA

(310)

RW/T/2018/301

(320)

(750)

Société Jas Hennessy & Co.

(731)

Rue de la Richonne 16100 Cognac
, France

(740)

Cedar Ark Law

27/04/2018

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers);alcoholic extracts;alcoholic essences;alcoholic fruit extracts

(540)

HENNESSY
___________
II.

MADRID ACCEPTED

(310)

MD/M/1/886280

(320)

31/01/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

1 Infinite Loop Cupertino, CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle, Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop, MS:169-31PL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Speakers; sound systems comprising remote controls, amplifiers, loudspeakers and components
thereof; apparatus for reproduction of sound; apparatus for connecting and charging portable and
handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and
reviewing audio, video and other digital content; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

(540)

IPOD HI-FI

___________

(310)

MD/M/1/941964

(320)

09/03/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

1 Infinite Loop Cupertino, CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle, Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting,
manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files; computer software for use in
organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files on portable
and handheld digital electronic devices.

(540)

IPOD CLASSIC

___________
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(310)

MD/M/1/948219

(320)

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

1 Infinite Loop Cupertino, CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle, Apple Inc.

23/01/2018

1 Infinite Loop, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014
(510)

(38) Telecommunication access services; communication by computer; provision of
telecommunications connections to computer databases and the Internet; transmission of data and
of information via electronic communications networks; broadcasting and transmission of radio
and television programs; audio broadcasting of spoken word, music, concerts, and radio programs;
broadcasting pre-recorded videos featuring music, television programs, motion pictures, news,
sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related programs via computer and other
communications networks; web casting services; electronic transmission of streamed and
downloadable audio and video files via computer and other communications networks; electronic
transmission of movies, music and video information via an internet-based database; providing online chat rooms, bulletin boards and community forums for the transmission of messages among
computer users concerning entertainment, music, concerts, videos, motion pictures, radio,
television, news, sports, games and cultural events; providing telecommunications connections to a
global computer network, namely, provision of connectivity services and access to electronic
communications networks, for transmission or reception of audio, video, movies and/or
multimedia content; communication services namely, matching users for the transfer of music,
video and audio recordings via communication networks; delivery of messages by electronic
transmission., (41) Entertainment services, namely, providing a website and database featuring
music, videos, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events, and
entertainment-related programs; arranging and conducting of exhibitions, workshops, seminars
and video conferences in the field of music, videos, television programs, motion pictures, news,
sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related programs; educational services in the
nature of classes and training services offered over computer networks in the fields of K-12
education, university-level subjects, topics of general interest, namely, entertainment, music,
concerts, videos, motion pictures, radio, television, news, sports, games and cultural events, and
computer hardware and software applications; providing electronic publications for browsing over
computer networks, namely books, pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, journals, and magazines, on
the subjects of education, entertainment, computer hardware and software applications, and a
wide range of topics of general interest. and (42) Providing search engines for obtaining data via
communications networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software to
enable users to program audio, video, movies, text and other multimedia content; internet
services, namely, creating indexes of information, sites and other resources available on global
computer networks for others; searching, browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other
resources available on global computer networks and other communication networks for others;
providing on-line facilities, via a global computer network, to enable users to program audio, video,
movies, text and other multimedia content.
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(540)

ITUNES

___________

(310)

MD/M/1/1032147

(320)

07/03/2018

(750)

Montres Tudor SA

(731)

Rue François-Dussaud 3 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland

(740)

Montres Tudor SA
Rue François-Dussaud 3 CH-1211 Genève 26

(510)

(14) Jewellery, jewellery articles, timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, component parts of
timepieces and accessories for timepieces not included in other classes; clocks and other
chronometrical instruments, chronometers, chronographs, apparatus for timing sports events,
apparatus and instruments for measuring and marking time not included in other classes; dials,
boxes, cases and presentation cases for watches and jewellery.

(540)

TUDOR GLAMOUR
___________
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(310)

MD/M/1/1069889

(320)

26/02/2018

(750)

Montres Tudor SA

(731)

Rue François-Dussaud 3 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland

(740)

Montres Tudor SA Marques et Domaines
Rue François-Dussaud 3 CH-1211 Genève 26

(510)

(14) Jewelry, timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, component parts for timepieces and
accessories for timepieces not included in other classes, clocks and other chronometric
instruments, chronometers, chronographs, timing apparatus for sports activities, time measuring
and marking apparatus and instruments not included in other classes; dials, boxes, cases and
presentation cases for timepieces and jewelry.

(540)

CLAIR DE ROSE
___________
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III.

APPROVED TRADEMARKS

(111)

101/1968

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH

(731)

Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10, 40789 Monheim am
Rhein, Germany

(740)

Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10, 40789 Monheim am
Rhein

(511)

(5) Produits pharmaceutiques

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

ASPIRIN

-----------------------

(111)

1615/1968

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

FARBENFABRIKEN BAYER A.G.

(731)

LEVERKUSEN , Germany

(740)

Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-StraBe 10, 40789, Monheim am
Rhein

(511)

(5) Produits pharmaceutiques

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

CAFIASPIRINE

(111)

1294/1977

(151)

(750)

Bacardi & Company Ltd

(731)

Aeulestrasse 5, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein

(740)

Bacardi & Company Ltd
Aeulestrasse 5, 9490 Vaduz

(511)

(32) all products/services

(510)

Int Class 32

(540)

BACARDI

17/04/2018

(111)

1510/1979

(151)

(750)

Bacardi & Company Ltd

(731)

Aeulestrasse 5, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein

(740)

Bacardi & Company Ltd
Aeulestrasse 5, 9490 Vaduz

(511)

(32) all products/services

(510)

Int Class 32

(540)

17/04/2018

(111)

1480/2013

(151)

26/04/2018

(750)

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL
CO.,LTD

(731)

No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL
CO.,LTD
No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province

(511)

(34) Tabac,tabac a chiquer;cigares;cgarettes
contenant des succedanes de tabac,pas a des
fin medicales;cigarettes;cigarillos;herbes a
fumer;tabac a priser;tabac hache,poudre de
tabac.

(510)

Int Class 34

(540)

LIGUN (and logo)

(111)

1489/2013

(151)

26/04/2018

(750)

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL
CO.,LTD

(731)

No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL
CO.,LTD
No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province

(511)

(34) Tabac ,tabac a chiquer;cigares;cigarettes
contenant des succedanes de tabac,pas a des
fins medicales;cigarettes;cigarillos;herbes a
fumer;tabac a priser;tabac hache,poudre de
tabac.

(510)

Int Class 34

(540)

MODERN (and logo)

(111)

380/2014

(151)

(750)

KENYA WINE AGENCIES LIMITED (KWAL)

(731)

Kanombe, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

Joseph Mulwa Munyao
, Kigali

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverage

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

MILANO BIANCO (and logo)

16/04/2018

(111)

383/2014

(151)

16/04/2018

(750)

KENYA WINE AGENCIES LIMITED (KWAL)

(731)

Kanombe, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

Joseph Mulwa Munyao
, Kigali

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverage

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

KIBAO VODKA (and logo)

Disclaim the word volda, separately and
apart of the mark as whole

(111)

586/2015

(151)

26/04/2018

(750)

Hashi Energy Holdings Ltd.

(731)

6th Floor, Tower A, 1 Cyber City, Ebene,
Mauritius

(740)

Trust Law Chambers
Umuganda Blvd, PO Box 6679, Kigali

(511)

(4) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust
absorbing, wetting and binding compositions;
fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants;
candles and wicks for lighting and (11)
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating, water supply and sanitary
purposes

(510)

Int Class 4 and 11

(540)

HASHI GAS (and logo)

(111)

490/2016

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

JUMO WORLD LIMITED

(731)

c/o Intercontinental Trust Limited, Level 3,
Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebene,
Mauritius

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(9) Computer software, including
downloadable software and mobile
applications; computers and computer
hardware, including computer terminals and
cellphones for banking purposes; computer
application software; computer databases;
computer programs; electronic terminals;
scientific, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing,
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision);
apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs,
DVDs and other digital recording media; cash
registers, calculating machines, data
processing equipment, (36) Financial,
monetary and banking services; money
management and monetary affairs; money
exchange and transfer services; digital
financial services; financial services provided
over an electronic or mobile network; financial
transfers, transactions and payment services;
insurance, (38) Telecommunications and (42)
Design and development of computer
hardware and software; providing software as
a service and cloud computing; hosting
services; scientific and technological services
and research and design relating thereto;
industrial analysis and research services

(510)

Int Class 9, 36, 38 and 42

(540)

JUMO

(111)

491/2016

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

JUMO WORLD LIMITED

(731)

c/o Intercontinental Trust Limited, Level 3,
Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebene,
Mauritius

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(9) Computer software, including
downloadable software and mobile
applications; computers and computer
hardware, including computer terminals and
cellphones for banking purposes; computer
application software; computer databases;
computer programs; electronic terminals;
scientific, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing,
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision);
apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs,
DVDs and other digital recording media; cash
registers, calculating machines, data
processing equipment, (36) Financial,
monetary and banking services; money
management and monetary affairs; money
exchange and transfer services; digital
financial services; financial services provided
over an electronic or mobile network; financial
transfers, transactions and payment services;
insurance, (38) Telecommunications and (42)
Design and development of computer
hardware and software; providing software as
a service and cloud computing; hosting
services; scientific and technological services
and research and design relating thereto;
industrial analysis and research services

(510)

Int Class 9, 36, 38 and 42

(540)

(111)

61/2017

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

REMITIX LIMITED

(731)

The Counting House, Church Farm Business
Park, Corston, Bath, BA2 9AP, United Kingdom

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(36) Money management and monetary
affairs; remittances; payment services; money
exchange and money transfer services,
including electronic money exchanges and
electronic transfer of funds; facilitation of
value exchanges and transfers; on-line
transaction facilities; payment processing and
related administration services; electronic
payment processing services; remote payment
services; collection of payments; processing
payments for the purchase of goods and
services via an electronic or mobile
communications network or the internet;
purchase of products and services offered by
others; bill payment services; cash
management services; credit services; foreign
exchange services; services relating to the
issuing and redemption of tokens of value,
vouchers, points, benefits, incentives and
other considerations for value; banking
services including internet and remote
banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and
finance services, including such services
provided over the internet, electronic or
mobile network; discount services including
discount coupons and discount card services;
banking, savings, debit, credit, deposit, cash,
current and cheque account services; bank
card, credit card, debit card and electronic
payment card services; electronic wallet
services (payment services); money order and
payment guarantee services; administration of
funds and investments; financial services;
financial planning and analysis; provision of
loans, including short-term loans and personal
loans; financial brokerage services; insurance
services; funeral cover; provision of financial
information; provision of information and
advisory services relating to financial and
monetary affairs and the aforementioned
services including the provision of information

(111)

328/2017

(151)

(750)

CPS SHAMI LTD

(731)

Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

ROBINAH MUHOZA

20/04/2018

KG218, Nyabisindu, Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(511)

(32) Fruits Juices

(510)

Int Class 32

(540)

SHARAMA (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' sharama'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

331/2017

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

Open Horizon Ltd

(731)

c/o V-Cube Offshore Services Limited, 5th
Floor Orbis Court, 132 St Jean Road, QuatreBornes, Mauritius

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(34) Tobacco; cigarettes; cigarette paper and
tips; cigars; cigarillos; tobacco pipes; snuff;
smokers’ articles; matches

(510)

Int Class 34

(540)

(111)

336/2017

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

Open Horizon Ltd

(731)

c/o V-Cube Offshore Services Limited, 5th
Floor Orbis Court, 132 St Jean Road, QuatreBornes, Mauritius

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(34) Tobacco; cigarettes; cigarette paper and
tips; cigars; cigarillos; tobacco pipes; snuff;
smokers’ articles; matches

(510)

Int Class 34

(540)

PACIFIC

(111)

583/2017

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

BIDCO UGANDA LIMITED

(731)

JINJA ,PLOY 152M ,MASESE INDUSTIAL AREA
P.O BOX 1136 JINJA , Uganda

(740)

MUGABO SAMUEL
KABEZA ,KANOMBE ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee;
rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations
made from cereals; bread, pastries and
confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey,
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard;
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

FORTUNE RICE (and logo)

Discalaim the word "rice" separately and
apart of the mark as a whole

(111)

636/2017

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

American-Cigarette Company (Overseas)
Limited

(731)

Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt,
Switzerland

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or
manufactured; tobacco products; tobacco
substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars,
cigarillos; lighters; matches; smokers' articles;
cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette
filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes;
hand held machines for injecting tobacco into
paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for
electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the
purpose of being heated.

(510)

Int Class 34

(540)

PETER STUYVESANT with snowflake Device
(Label) (2014) (and logo)

(111)

647/2017

(151)

(750)

INGUFU GIN LTD

(731)

RUYENZI ,M V K, Rwanda

(740)

NTIHANABAYO Samuel

11/04/2018

KACYIRU ,GASABO ,KIGALI
(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

NGUVU GIN (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Gin" apart of the mark as
whole

(111)

651/2017

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

INGUFU GIN ltd

(731)

RUYENZI ,KAMONYI ,M.V.K, Rwanda

(740)

NTIHANABAYO Samuel
Kibagabaga, Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

NGUVU GIN (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Gin" apart of the mark as
whole

(111)

705/2017

(151)

09/05/2018

(750)

HIGHLANDS MINERAL WATER COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

P.O BOX 1517-10100 NYERI
, Rwanda

(740)

Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du
commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

(511)

(32) Beers, mineral and aerated waters and
other non-alcoholic drinks;fruit drinks and
fruit juices;syrups and other preparations for
making beverages.

(510)

Int Class 32

(540)

HI-LIFE

(111)

707/2017

(151)

09/05/2018

(750)

HIGHLANDS MINERAL WATER COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

P.O BOX 1517-10100 NYERI
, Rwanda

(740)

Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du
commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

(511)

(32) Beers, mineral and aerated waters and
other non-alcoholic drinks;fruit drinks and
fruit juices;syrups and other preparations for
making beverages.

(510)

Int Class 32

(540)

POWER-UP

(111)

731/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

IMAHS ENTERTAINMENT Ltd

(731)

KAGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI, Rwanda

(740)

SHAMIM LINAH NJOKI
KAGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(7) Machines and machine tools; motors and
engines (except for land vehicles); machine
coupling and transmission components
(except for land vehicles); agricultural
implements other than hand-operated;
incubators for eggs; automatic vending
machines., (28) Games, toys and playthings;
video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting
articles; decorations for Christmas trees., (41)
Games, toys and playthings; video game
apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles;
decorations for Christmas trees. and (43)
Services for providing food and drink;
temporary accommodation.

(510)

Int Class 7, 28, 41 and 43

(540)

I E C (and logo)

Disclaim the words" entertainment and
Company, apart of the mark as whole

(111)

741/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(12) Automobile tires; Bicycle tires; Casings for
pneumatic tires; Covers for tires; Motorcycle
tires; Adhesive rubber patches for repairing
inner tubes; Inner tubes for bicycles; Inner
tubes for motorcycles; Inner tubes for
pneumatic tires; Inner tubes for vehicle
wheels; Inner tubes for vehicle tires; Luggage
nets for vehicles; Pneumatic tires; Repair
outfits for inner tubes; Rims for vehicle
wheels; Saddle covers for bicycles; Saddle
covers for motorcycles; Safety belts for vehicle
seats; Brake segments for vehicles; Shock
absorbers for vehicles; Ski carriers for cars;
Spikes for tires; Studs for tires; Tires for
vehicle wheels; Tires, solid, for vehicle wheels;
Treads for retreading tires; Treads for vehicles
[roller belts]; Treads for vehicles [tractor type];
Tubeless tires for bicycles; Tubeless tires for
motorcycles; Valves for vehicle tires; Vehicle
wheel tires

(510)

Int Class 12

(540)

LAUFENN S FIT (and logo)

(111)

742/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(12) Automobile tires; Bicycle tires; Casings for
pneumatic tires; Covers for tires; Motorcycle
tires; Adhesive rubber patches for repairing
inner tubes; Inner tubes for bicycles; Inner
tubes for motorcycles; Inner tubes for
pneumatic tires; Inner tubes for vehicle
wheels; Inner tubes for vehicle tires; Luggage
nets for vehicles; Pneumatic tires; Repair
outfits for inner tubes; Rims for vehicle
wheels; Saddle covers for bicycles; Saddle
covers for motorcycles; Safety belts for vehicle
seats; Brake segments for vehicles; Shock
absorbers for vehicles; Ski carriers for cars;
Spikes for tires; Studs for tires; Tires for
vehicle wheels; Tires, solid, for vehicle wheels;
Treads for retreading tires; Treads for vehicles
[roller belts]; Treads for vehicles [tractor type];
Tubeless tires for bicycles; Tubeless tires for
motorcycles; Valves for vehicle tires; Vehicle
wheel tires

(510)

Int Class 12

(540)

LAUFENN G FIT (and logo)

(111)

743/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(12) Automobile tires; Bicycle tires; Casings for
pneumatic tires; Covers for tires; Motorcycle
tires; Adhesive rubber patches for repairing
inner tubes; Inner tubes for bicycles; Inner
tubes for motorcycles; Inner tubes for
pneumatic tires; Inner tubes for vehicle
wheels; Inner tubes for vehicle tires; Luggage
nets for vehicles; Pneumatic tires; Repair
outfits for inner tubes; Rims for vehicle
wheels; Saddle covers for bicycles; Saddle
covers for motorcycles; Safety belts for vehicle
seats; Brake segments for vehicles; Shock
absorbers for vehicles; Ski carriers for cars;
Spikes for tires; Studs for tires; Tires for
vehicle wheels; Tires, solid, for vehicle wheels;
Treads for retreading tires; Treads for vehicles
[roller belts]; Treads for vehicles [tractor type];
Tubeless tires for bicycles; Tubeless tires for
motorcycles; Valves for vehicle tires; Vehicle
wheel tires

(510)

Int Class 12

(540)

LAUFENN (and logo)

(111)

744/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(12) Automobile tires; Bicycle tires; Casings for
pneumatic tires; Covers for tires; Motorcycle
tires; Adhesive rubber patches for repairing
inner tubes; Inner tubes for bicycles; Inner
tubes for motorcycles; Inner tubes for
pneumatic tires; Inner tubes for vehicle
wheels; Inner tubes for vehicle tires; Luggage
nets for vehicles; Pneumatic tires; Repair
outfits for inner tubes; Rims for vehicle
wheels; Saddle covers for bicycles; Saddle
covers for motorcycles; Safety belts for vehicle
seats; Brake segments for vehicles; Shock
absorbers for vehicles; Ski carriers for cars;
Spikes for tires; Studs for tires; Tires for
vehicle wheels; Tires, solid, for vehicle wheels;
Treads for retreading tires; Treads for vehicles
[roller belts]; Treads for vehicles [tractor type];
Tubeless tires for bicycles; Tubeless tires for
motorcycles; Valves for vehicle tires; Vehicle
wheel tires

(510)

Int Class 12

(540)

LAUFENN X FIT (and logo)

(111)

749/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies;dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

LIVOLIN FORTE

Disclaim the word " forte" separately and
apart of the mark s a whole

(111)

750/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies;dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

OSTEOMIN

(111)

751/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

MEGA WE CARE NAT B
(and logo)

Disclaim the word " we care" separately and
apart of the mark as a whole

(111)

753/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

BAROLE

(111)

754/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

ENAT 400
(and logo)

(111)

755/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

MEGA WE CARE PRENATAL
(and logo)

Disclaim the word " we care" and Prenatal''
apart from the mark as a whole

(111)

756/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies;dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

KIPEL

(111)

757/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

LIGABA

(111)

758/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY
LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI

(511)

(35) Advertising; business management;
business administration; office functions, TV
programs, press advertisment, health
program, beauty program, online
advertisment

(510)

Int Class 35

(540)

MEGA WE CARE MEDICAL NUTRITION
(and logo)

(111)

762/2017

(151)

10/04/2018

(750)

COMPAGNIE DE VAROLISATION DE LA
PRODUCTION DE BANANE LIMITED

(731)

MUSYA ,RURENGE ,NGOMA ,EASTERN
PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

NTIHABOSE Aimable
MUSYA ,RURENGE ,NGOMA ,EASTERN
PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

GARUKA USUBIRE (and logo)

(111)

763/2017

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

VALENS MUDATSIKIRA

(731)

Nkutsi, Musanze, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda

(740)

VALENSMUDATSIKIRA
Nkotsi, Musanze, Amajyaruguru

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

UMUHUZA (and logo)

(111)

764/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

INEZA AYURVEDIC COMPANY LTD

(731)

GISESERO ,BUSOGO ,MUSANZE ,NORTHERN
PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

JEAN MARIE VIANEY RWABUKAMBA
MUSEZERO ,BUSOGO ,MUSANZE ,NORTHERN
PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

MERANEZA (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' MERANEZA'' apart of the
mark as a whole

(111)

765/2017

(151)

04/04/2018

(750)

MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLI COMPANY LIMITED

(731)

384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa
Subdistrict, Mueang Samut Prakarn District,
Samut Prakarn Province
, Thailand

(740)

MWISENEZA Alain Fabrice
KIMIRONKO ,GASABO , KIGALI

(511)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations, drug for
medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, nutritional supplement, food
for babies; dietary supplements for humans

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

LIMZER

(111)

766/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

AFRICA IMPROVED FOODS RWANDA LIMITED

(731)

KACYIRU ,GASABO ,KIGALI , Rwanda

(740)

CASANDRA KABAGYEMA
KAGUGU ,KINYINYA ,GASABO ,KIGALI

(511)

(30) Nutritious multigrain porridge for the
whole family.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

NOOTRI FAMILY (and logo)

Disclaim the word''family'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

770/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

MBURWA PRODUCTION LTD

(731)

RUNDA ,KAMONYI , Rwanda

(740)

JEAN MARIE MUNYANKUMBURWA
RUNDA ,KAMONYI

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

MBURWA (and logo)

Disclaim the words'' production'' and ''ltd''
separately and apart fro the mark as a whole

(111)

788/2017

(151)

08/05/2018

(750)

KORA Coaching Group LTD

(731)

KIGARAMA ,BWERANKORI ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

MIREILLE KARERA
KIGARAMA ,BWERANKORI ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(41) Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 41

(540)

KORA (and logo)

(111)

789/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

KORA Coaching Group LTD

(731)

BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

MIREILLE KARERA
BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(41) Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 41

(540)

7Minutes Managment Mode TM (and logo)

Disclaim the words''Managment'',''
Mode''and '' TM'' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole

(111)

790/2017

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

KORA Coaching Group LTD

(731)

BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

MIRELLE KARERA
BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(41) Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 41

(540)

The D.R.E.A.M Stream TM (and logo)

Disclaim the Word''TM'' apart from the mark
as a whole

(111)

792/2017

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

KORA Coaching Group ltd

(731)

BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

MIREILLE KARERA
BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(41) Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 41

(540)

Leaders L.I.F.T TM (and logo)

Disclaim the words''Leaders'', '' L.I.F.T'' and ''
TM'' separaterly and apart from the mark as
a whole

(111)

793/2017

(151)

11/04/2018

(750)

KORA Coaching Group LTD

(731)

BWERANKORI ,KIGARAMA ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

KORA Coaching Group LTD
KIGARAMA ,BWERANKORI ,KICUKIRO ,KIGALI

(511)

(41) Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 41

(540)

KORA (and logo)

Disclaim the word ''KORA '' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

798/2017

(151)

09/05/2018

(750)

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

(731)

One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30313,
U.S.A.

(740)

Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du
commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

(511)

(35) Providing retail convenience store
services where groceries, snacks, soft drinks,
toiletries, sundries and related items are sold.,
(38) Telecommunication services, namely,
providing internet access via wireless
networks; Internet café services, namely,
providing connections to the internet in a café
environment. and (41) Providing educational,
charitable, counseling, health and well-being
services to assist individuals and communities
in obtaining and maintaining basic resources
such as water and energy;providing an
environment for cultural, entertainment and
educational activities.

(510)

Int Class 35, 38 and 41

(540)

EKOCENTER

(111)

808/2017

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

UMVIRIZA LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

NDIKUBWIMANA INNOCENT
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

AGACIRO (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' Agaciro'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

809/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

UMVIRIZA LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

NDIKUBWIMANA INNOCENT
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

URUKEREREZA (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' urukerereza''apart from
the mark as a whole

(111)

811/2017

(151)

12/04/2018

(750)

SOMA GACYE LTD

(731)

NYABUBARE ,KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA,
Rwanda

(740)

DUFATANYE JEAN PIERRE
NYABUBARE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

SOMA WONGERE (and logo)

Disclaim the Words'' Soma'' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole

(111)

813/2017

(151)

09/05/2018

(750)

ISANGE BUSINESS COMPANY LTD

(731)

NYIRANGARAMA ,BUSHOKI ,RULINDO
,NORTHERN PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

FRANCINE MUKANKURANGA
NYIRANGARAMA ,BUSHOKI ,RULINDO
,NORTHERN PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

ISANGE (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' Isange'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

814/2017

(151)

17/04/2018

(750)

FERTERNTY LTD

(731)

RUGARAMA ,KIRUHURA ,RUSATIRA ,HUYE
,SOUTHERN PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

XAVIER NYANDWI
RUGARAMA ,KIRUHURA ,RUSATIRA ,HUYE
,SOUTHERN PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

URUBORI (and logo)

(111)

815/2017

(151)

(750)

XIMI VOGUE LTD

(731)

NYARUGENGE ,KIGALI, Rwanda

(740)

CHEN JIAJUN

24/04/2018

NYARUGENGE ,KIGALI
(511)

(3) Bleaching preparations and other
substances for laundry use; cleaning,
polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils,
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (8) Hand
tools and implements (hand-operated);
cutlery; side arms; razors., (16) Paper,
cardboard and goods made from these
materials, not included in other
classes; printed matter; bookbinding material;
photographs; stationery;
adhesives for stationery or household
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes;
typewriters and office requisites (except
furniture); instructional and teaching
material (except apparatus); plastic materials
for packaging (not included in
other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.,
(17) Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos,
mica and goods made from these materials
and not included in other classes; plastics in
extruded form for use in
manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating
materials; flexible pipes, not of
metal., (18) Leather and imitations of leather,
and goods made of these materials and not
included in other classes; animal skins, hides;
trunks and travelling bags;
umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips,
harness and saddlery., (20) Furniture, mirrors,
picture frames; goods (not included in other
classes) of
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone,
ivory, whalebone, shell, amber,
mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes
for all these materials, or of
plastics, (24) Textiles and textile goods, not
included in other classes; bed and table
covers., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear.,
(27) Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum
and other materials for covering
existing floors; wall hangings (non-textile). and
(28) Games and playthings; gymnastic and

(111)

1/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

ISANGANIZABAGABO LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

HABYARIMANA PASCAL
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

SOMAWUMVE (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' SOMAWUMVE'' apart
from the mark as a whole

(111)

2/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

ISANGANIZABAGABO LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

HABYARIMANA PASCAL
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

INDATWA (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' Indatwa'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

4/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)
(750)

INYEMEZABAHIZI LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

RUSATIRA CASSIEN
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

DUTARAME (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' DUTARAME'' apart from
the amrk as a whole

(111)

5/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

INYEMEZABAHIZI LTD

(731)

KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

RUSATIRA CASSIEN
KARENGE ,RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

URUHISHO (and logo)

Disclaim the word''URUHISHO'' apart from
the mark as a whole

(111)

6/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

Arven Ilaç Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

(731)

Istinye Mah. Balabandere Cad. No; 14 Sariyer,
Istanbul, Turkey

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for
medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical
preparation.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

Atrus

(111)

7/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

Sanovel Ilaç Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

(731)

Istinye Mah. Balabandere Cad. No; 14 Sariyer,
Istanbul, Turkey

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for
medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical
preparation.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

Fexofen

(111)

8/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

Arven Ilaç Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

(731)

Istinye Mah. Balabandere Cad. No; 14 Sariyer,
Istanbul, Turkey

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for
medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical
preparation.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

Cyplos

(111)

9/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

Sanovel Ilaç Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

(731)

Istinye Mah. Balabandere Cad. No; 14 Sariyer,
Istanbul, Turkey

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for
medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical
preparation.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

Artefin

(111)

10/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

Arven Ilaç Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

(731)

Istinye Mah. Balabandere Cad. No; 14 Sariyer,
Istanbul, Turkey

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for
medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical
preparation. and (10) Surgical, medical, dental
and veterinary apparatus and instruments;
artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic
articles; suture materials; therapeutic and
assistive devices adapted for the disabled;
massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and
articles for nursing infants; sexual activity
apparatus, devices and articles; inhaler device
for inhalation preparation.

(510)

Int Class 5 and 10

(540)

Arvohaler

(111)

11/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

BROTHER & SISTER BUGANZA LTD

(731)

GISHORE ,NYAKARIRO ,RWAMAGANA, Rwanda

(740)

HAKIZIMANA GILBERT
GISHORE, NYAKARIRO, RWAMAGANA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

HEALING ENERGY (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' energy'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

12/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,388 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

SAFLENTO

(111)

13/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,385 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

TALFREZAN

(111)

14/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,393 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

SOLDUXTRI

(111)

15/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,398 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

ZONDUTRIZ

(111)

16/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,403 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

TALPAQTO

(111)

17/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,381 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

CLEMTALA

(111)

18/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,365 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

STEGANZA

(111)

21/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,378 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

UNODEXTRI

(111)

22/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(330)

87/517,381 06/07/2017 US

(750)

Johnson & Johnson

(731)

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.

(740)

Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548,
Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali

(511)

(5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for
the prevention and treatment of viral
diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central
nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic
diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectiousrelated diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic
diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory
diseases; vaccines.

(510)

Int Class 5

(540)

TALAMAZEL

(111)

23/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

AKEZA MUTIMA Ltd

(731)

NYABAGENDWA ,RILIMA ,BUGESERA, Rwanda

(740)

Gabriel NDORICIMPA
NYABAGENDWA ,RILIMA ,BUGESERA

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

AKEZAMUTIMA (and logo)

(111)

24/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

AKAMARO LTD

(731)

KINDAMA ,RUHUHA ,BUGESERA, Rwanda

(740)

Ignace BIZIMUNGU
KINDAMA ,RUHUHA ,BUGESERA

(511)

(32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks
and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations
for making beverages. and (33) Alcoholic
beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 32 and 33

(540)

AKAMARO (and logo)

Disclaim the word''AKAMARO'' apart from
the mark as a whole

(111)

25/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

AKAMARO LTD

(731)

KINDAMA ,RUHUHA ,BUGESERA, Rwanda

(740)

Ignace BIZIMUNGU
KINDAMA ,RUHUHA ,BUGESERA

(511)

(33) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks
and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations
for making beverages.

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

INTARAMANWA (and logo)

(111)

26/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

RUPROTRACO LTD

(731)

BIKARA ,NKOTSI ,MUSANZE ,NORTHERN
PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

MUKAGAGA REGINA
BIKARA ,NKOTSI ,MUSANZE ,NOTHERN
PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Class 34

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

URUMENESHA (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' Urumenesha'' apart from
the mark as awhole

(111)

27/2018

(151)

(750)

COIDGA

(731)

GAHARA ,KIREHE, Rwanda

(740)

MARCEL NZABONIMANA

20/04/2018

MUTENDERI ,NGOMA
(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

IHURIRO (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' Ihuriro'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

28/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

RUPROTRACO LTD

(731)

BIKARA ,NKOTSI ,MUSANZE ,NORTHERN
PROVINCE, Rwanda

(740)

MUKAGAGA REGINA
BIKARA ,NKOTSI ,MUSANZE ,NORTHERN
PROVINCE

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Class 34

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

UMUTUZO (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' UMUTUZO'' apart from
the mark as a whole

(111)

29/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(36) Management of buildings; Leasing or
renting of buildings; Building maintenance
services; Leasing of buildings; Leasing of office
space; Rental of offices [real estate]; Providing
information relating to the rental of buildings;
Leasing of industrial space; Real estate
investment; Real estate management services
relating to shopping centers; Shopping center
sales services; Leasing of shopping centers;
Rental of business premises; Agencies or
brokerage for renting of buildings; Real estate
management services relating to commercial
buildings. and (42) Tyre research
services;Testing [Inspection] of automobile
tire for roadworthiness;Testing [Inspection] of
vehicles for roadworthiness;Testing
[Inspection] of motor vehicles before
transport [for roadworthiness];Testing
[Inspection] of motor vehicles [for
roadworthiness];Vehicle roadworthiness
testing;Technical advice relating to the
manufacture of tyres;Tyre analysis [inspection]
services;Design of business premises for the
tyre trade;Automotive wheel
testing;Automobile tire testing;Research and
development of products;Quality testing of
products;Analysis of product
development;Evaluation of product
development;Product safety testing;Product
evaluation.

(510)

Int Class 36 and 42

(540)

TECHNORING (and logo)

(111)

30/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE CO., LTD.

(731)

133, Teheran-ro(Yeoksam-dong), Gangnamgu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(36) Management of buildings; Leasing or
renting of buildings; Building maintenance
services; Leasing of buildings; Leasing of office
space; Rental of offices [real estate]; Providing
information relating to the rental of buildings;
Leasing of industrial space; Real estate
investment; Real estate management services
relating to shopping centers; Shopping center
sales services; Leasing of shopping centers;
Rental of business premises; Agencies or
brokerage for renting of buildings; Real estate
management services relating to commercial
buildings. and (42) Tyre research services;
Testing [Inspection] of automobile tire for
roadworthiness; Testing [Inspection] of
vehicles for roadworthiness; Testing
[Inspection] of motor vehicles before
transport [for roadworthiness]; Testing
[Inspection] of motor vehicles [for
roadworthiness]; Vehicle roadworthiness
testing; Technical advice relating to the
manufacture of tyres; Tyre analysis
[inspection] services; Design of business
premises for the tyre trade; Automotive wheel
testing; Automobile tire testing; Research and
development of products; Quality testing of
products; Analysis of product development;
Evaluation of product development; Product
safety testing; Product evaluation.

(510)

Int Class 36 and 42

(540)

TECHNOTRAC (and logo)

(111)

32/2018

(151)

18/04/2018

(750)

RWANDA INSPIRATION BACK UP LTD

(731)

BURANGA ,KIBAGABAGA ,GASABO ,KIGALI
CITY, Rwanda

(740)

DIEUDONNE ISHIMWE
BURANGA ,KIBGABAGA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY

(511)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying,
photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for conducting,
switching, transforming, accumulating,
regulating or controlling electricity;
apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
automatic vending machines and
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
cash registers, calculating machines,
data processing equipment and computers;
fire-extinguishing apparatus., (35) Advertising;
business management; business
administration; office functions. and (41)
Education; providing of training;
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

(510)

Int Class 9, 35 and 41

(540)

MISS RWANDA (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' Miss'' and ''Rwanda''
separetely and apart from the mark as a
whole

(111)

33/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

PIT PUMPERS LTD

(731)

RUGUNGA ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE ,KIGALI,
Rwanda

(740)

RACHEL SARAH SKLAR
RUGUNGA ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE ,KIGALI

(511)

(45) Process for emptying pit latrines

(510)

Int Class 45

(540)

PIT VIDURA (and logo)

(111)

34/2018

(151)

20/04/2018

(750)

PT. Kalbe Farma TBK

(731)

GD. Kalbe, JL Letjend Suprapto Kav. No. 1
KEL. CEMPAKA PUTIH TIMUR, KEC. CEMPAKA
PUTIH, JAKARTA PUSAT
, Indonesia

(740)

GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali

(511)

(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations;sanitary preparations for medical
purposes;dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food
for babies;dietary supplements for humans
and animals;plasters, materials for
dressings;material for stopping teeth, dental
wax;disinfectants;preparations for destroying
vermin;fungicides, herbicides and (35)
Advertising;business management;business
administration;office functions

(510)

Int Class 5 and 35

(540)

KALBE & DEVICE (and logo)

(111)

39/2018

(151)

(750)

UBUMWE VISION Ltd

(731)

KAYONZA, Rwanda

(740)

MURWANASHYAKA ISSA

20/04/2018

GATORE ,KIREHE
(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

IBANGA RY'UBUKI (and logo)

(111)

47/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI (curved with red) (and logo)

(111)

48/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI LOTTA (and logo)

(111)

49/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

CHEWY (and logo)

(111)

50/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI JANUS (and logo)

(111)

51/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

TING TING (and logo)

(111)

52/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI KOO (and logo)

(111)

53/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI CINDERELLA (and logo)

(111)

54/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI SPECIAL
VEVE (and logo)

Disclaim the Word'' special'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

55/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI FRESH (and logo)

Disclaim the word''FRESH'' apart from the
mark as a apart from the mark as a whole

(111)

56/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

KI MILKMUNCH (and logo)

(111)

57/2018

(151)

19/04/2018

(750)

Kenafric Industries Limited

(731)

Off Baba Doga Raod, Ruaraka. PO Box 39257
00623 Nairobi, Kenya

(740)

K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS
A KN 50ST Ganza -Kiyovu, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali,
Rwanda

(511)

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial
coffee;rice;tapioca and sago;flour and
preparations made from cereals;bread,
pastries and confectionery;edible ices;sugar,
honey, treacle;yeast, bakingpowder;salt;mustard;vinegar, sauces
(condiments);spices;ice

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

GOODIE BAKERS (and logo)

Disclaim the words'' GOODIE'' and ''BAKERS''
separately and apart from the amrk as a
whole

(111)

62/2018

(151)

09/05/2018

(750)

INOZAMISANGO LTD

(731)

KAGUNGA ,GIKONDO ,KICUKIRO ,M.V.K,
Rwanda

(740)

MUHIRE ALOYS
RUKIRI 1,REMERA ,GASABO ,M.V.K

(511)

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

INTAMBWE (and logo)

(111)

64/2018

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

#647-15, Yoksam-dong, Kangnam-gu, Seoul,
Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(12) Tires; Tubes for vehicle wheels;
Automobiles; Parts and accessories for
automobiles; Engine/motor/rubber belt and
brake for land vehicles; Land vehicles; Bicycles;
Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles;
Braking devices for vehicles; Motive power
machines for land vehicles; Power
transmission mechanisms for land vehicles;
Bearings for land vehicles; Couplings for land
vehicles; Motors for land vehicles; Valves for
vehicle tires; Spikes for tires; Studs for tires;
Wheels of automobiles; Repair outfits for
inner tubes; Casings for pneumatic tires and
(35) Wholesale service featuring tires; Retail
store service featuring tires; Commercial
intermediary services in the field tires;
Wholesale service featuring tubes for vehicle
wheels; Retail store service featuring tubes for
vehicle wheels; Commercial intermediary
services in the field tubes for vehicle wheels;
Wholesale service featuring land vehicles;
Retail store service featuring land vehicles;
Commercial intermediary services in the field
land vehicles; Wholesale service featuring
parts and accessories for automobiles; Retail
store service featuring parts and accessories
for automobiles; Commercial intermediary
services in the field parts and accessories for
automobiles; Wholesale service featuring
wheels of automobiles; Retail store service
featuring wheels of automobiles; Commercial
intermediary services in the field wheels of
automobiles; Wholesale service featuring antiskid chains; Retail store service featuring antiskid chains; Commercial intermediary services
in the field anti-skid chains; Wholesale service
featuring engine/motor/rubber belt and brake
for land vehicles; Retail store service featuring
engine/motor/rubber belt and brake for land
vehicles

(111)

65/2018

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

#647-15, Yoksam-dong, Kangnam-gu, Seoul,
Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(9) Dry cells; Photovoltaic cells and modules;
Lithium batteries; Batteries; Battery packs;
Batteries for vehicles; Accumulators, electric,
for vehicles; Wet cells; Anode batteries; Fuel
cells; Batteries for automobiles; Batteries for
electric vehicles; Electric batteries for
powering electric vehicles; Power units
[batteries]; Power packs [batteries]; Electric
batteries; Accumulators, electric;
Rechargeable batteries; Uninterruptible power
supply apparatus [battery]; Battery starters;
Battery adapters; Battery leads; Battery
booster cables and (35) Wholesale service
featuring batteries; Retail store service
featuring batteries; Commercial intermediary
services in the field batteries; Wholesale
service featuring electric batteries; Retail store
service featuring electric batteries;
Commercial intermediary services in the field
electric batteries; Wholesale service featuring
accumulators, electric; Retail store service
featuring accumulators, electric; Commercial
intermediary services in the field
accumulators, electric; Wholesale service
featuring batteries for automobiles; Retail
store service featuring batteries for
automobiles; Commercial intermediary
services in the field batteries for automobiles;
Wholesale service featuring batteries for
vehicles; Retail store service featuring
batteries for vehicles; Commercial
intermediary services in the field batteries for
vehicles; Wholesale service featuring
accumulators, electric, for vehicles; Retail
store service featuring accumulators, electric,
for vehicles; Commercial intermediary services
in the field accumulators, electric, for vehicles

(510)

Int Class 9 and 35

(540)

HANKOOK ATLASBX (and logo)

(111)

66/2018

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

HANKOOK TIRE WORLDWIDE CO., LTD.

(731)

#647-15, Yoksam-dong, Kangnam-gu, Seoul,
Rep.of Korea

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(7) Filters for motors and engines; Pumps as
parts of machines, motors and engines;
Radiators for motors and engines; Blowing
machines; Water pumps; Filters (parts of
machine); Exhaust pipes for land vehicles;
Actuators (parts of machines); Exhausts for
motors and engines; Exhaust gas recirculation
[EGR] valves for motors and engines; Antipollution devices for motors and engines; Fans
for motors and engines; Valves [parts of
pumps]; Valves [parts of machines]; Exhaust
valves (parts of engines); Injection valves
(parts of engines); Refrigerant recovery
pumps; Compressors for recovering and
recycling refrigerant gases; Air condensers;
Air-cooled condensers; Oil coolers for engines;
Oil coolers for motors; Heat exchangers [parts
of machines]; Compressors [machines]; Air
compressors; Compressors as parts of
machines, motors and engines; Compressors
for refrigerators; Pump impellers; Blowing
machines for the compression, exhaustion and
transport of gases; Transmissions for
machines; Turbopumps; Turbochargers for
machines; Radiators for vehicles; Hydraulic
power controllers for machines/engines and
motors; Pneumatic controls for machines,
motors and engines; Control mechanisms for
machines, engines or motors; Air control
device for machine and prime movers;
Automatic inlet control valves for
reciprocating air compressors; Unloading
check valves for the outlets of air
compressors, (11) Air conditioners for
automobiles; Heaters for automobiles;
Ventilation (air-conditioning) installations and
apparatus for automobiles; Cooling
evaporators for automobiles; Coolers for
automobiles; Air filters for automobiles;
Radiators for automobiles; Compressors for air
conditioners of automobiles; Condensors for

(111)

75/2018

(151)

27/04/2018

(750)

AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING &
DEVELOPMENT CORP.

(731)

:200 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10285,
U.S.A.

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(36) Charge card and credit card services;
providing electronic processing of credit card
transactions and electronic payments via a
global computer network.

(510)

Int Class 36

(540)

AMERICAN EXPRESS SAFEKEY

(111)

76/2018

(151)

24/04/2018

(750)

ADMA INTERNATIONAL LTD

(731)

MASORO ,NDERA ,GASABO ,KUGALI CITY,
Rwanda

(740)

Dakik Ali Mazen
Kimihurura, GASABO ,KIGALI CITY

(511)

(30) Coffee, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour and
preparations made from cereals, yeast,
baking-powder;salt.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

ADMA SPEEDY (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' biscuits'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

77/2018

(151)

24/04/2018

(750)

ADAM INTERNATIONAL LTD

(731)

MASORO ,NDERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY,
Rwanda

(740)

Mazen Ali Dakik
Kimihurura ,Gasabo,Kigali

(511)

(30) Coffee, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour and
preparations made from cereals, yeast,
baking-powder, salt.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

ADMA FANTASIA BISCUITS (and logo)

Disclaim the Word ''BISCUITS'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

78/2018

(151)

24/04/2018

(750)

ADMA INTERNATIONAL LTD

(731)

MASORO ,NDERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY,
Rwanda

(740)

Dakik Mazen Ali
Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali

(511)

(30) Coffee, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour and
preparations made from cereals, yeast,
baking-powder, salt.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

ADMA URUGERO BISCUITS (and logo)

Disclaim the Word ''BISCUITS'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

79/2018

(151)

24/04/2018

(750)

ADMA INTERNATIONAL LTD

(731)

MASORO ,NDERA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY,
Rwanda

(740)

Dakik Ali Mazen
Kimihurura, Gasabo ,Kigali

(511)

(30) Coffee, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour and
preparations made from cereals, yeast,
baking-powder, salt.

(510)

Int Class 30

(540)

ADMA LION BISCUITS (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' biscuits'' apart from the
mark as a whole

(111)

87/2018

(151)

03/05/2018

(750)

DOKMAI RWANDA LTD

(731)

GACURIRO KINYINYA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY,
Rwanda

(740)

BERNADETTE UMUNYANA
GACURIRO ,KINYINYA ,GASABO ,KIGALI CITY

(511)

(18) Leather and imitations of leather, and
goods made of these materials and not
included in other classes; animal skins, hides;
trunks and travelling bags;
umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips,
harness and saddlery., (24) Textiles and textile
goods, not included in other classes;bed and
table covers. and (25) Clothing, footwear,
headgear

(510)

Int Class 18, 24 and 25

(540)

DOKMAI (and logo)

202

IV.

LIVAN'S

EPSON

HAEMO FORTE

RENEWAL

2008/6237
of
26/10/2009

ALTUNKAYA INSAAT NAKLIYAT GIDA TICARET
ANONIM SIRKETI

2008/6267
of
26/10/2009

SEIKO EPSON KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as SEIKO EPSON CORPORATION)

2008/6268
of
26/10/2009

ROYAL GROUP

32

26/10/200
9

2 and 7

26/10/200
9

5, 11, 23,
24, 29, 30,
31 and 34

26/10/200
9

4. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, 83409 Nolu
Cadde, No:8, Sehitkamil, Gaziantep, , Turkey

1-6 Shinjuku 4-chome, Shinjuku-ku, TOKYO,
Japan

ONB-E/2, Meharson Estate, Talpur Road,
KARACHI - 74000, Pakistan

203

V.

NAME CHANGE

BONOX

/ of

Mondelez Australia
(Foods) Ltd

Mondelez Australia (Foods) Ltd
Level 6, South Wharf Tower, 30 Convention
Centre Place, South Wharf VIC 3006., Australia

ASPIRIN

101/1968 of
26/10/2009

Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 1, 51373 Leverkusen,
Germany

CAFIASPIRINE

1615/1968 of
26/10/2009

Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 1, 51373 Leverkusen,
Germany

ADWORDS

6111/2002 of
26/10/2009

GOOGLE LLC

GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View,
CA 94043, U.S.A.

YOUTUBE

6444/2008 of
26/10/2009

GOOGLE LLC

GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View,
CA 94043, U.S.A.

LEO LOGO
DEVICE

6871/2010 of
26/01/2010

LEO GROUP Co., Ltd

LEO GROUP Co., Ltd
LEO ROAD BINHAI WENLING ZHEJIANG 317503,
Refers to China and to the 1949 Road Traffic
Convention

LEPONO (and
logo)

/ of

LEO GROUP Co., Ltd

LEO GROUP Co., Ltd
No. 1 LEO ROAD BINHAI WENLING ZHEJIANG
317503, Refers to China and to the 1949 Road
Traffic Convention
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VI.

LIGUN (and
logo)

MODERN (and
logo)

CARESS (and
logo)

1480/2013 () of
11/02/2013

1489/2013 () of
11/02/2013

22/2015 () of
08/01/2015

ADDRESS CHANGE

NO.1355 ,JINSHAN
ROAD, DONGXIHU
DISTRICT, Peoples
Republic of China

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

NO.288 ,JIANGUO
NAN ROAD,
HANGZHOU CITY,
ZHEJIANG
PROVINCE, Peoples
Republic of China

CHINA TOBACCO ZHEJIANG INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

Beaumaris Road,
Newport,
Shropshire, TF1Q
7BL, United
Kingdom

No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China

No. 77 Zhongshan Nan Road, Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China

Caress Manufacturing Ltd
Quantamatic House, 7 Alan Bray Close, Hinckley,
Leicestershire LE10 3BP, United Kingdom
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